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Effect of irradiation at low doses and incubation of voids within
the rate theory approach
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Abstract. The evolution of defects in a material under irradiation is studied at low
doses (~5 dpa or less) using rate equations. It is shown that as a function of temperature at a critical value Tca transition occurs in the bahaviour of the solutions of
the rate equations. Below Tc the voids show incubation effects. An expression is
derived for the critical dislocation density at which the void growth starts. This is
related to the trapped vacancy fraction ~ in vacancy dislocation loops. Above Tc
the incubation effects are shown to be related to the gas production rate which becomes the rate controlling parameter in determining the evolution of the defects.
A gas-bubble to void transition occurs at a critical void radius and expressions are
derived for the critical void size and dose at which the transition appears. It is shown
that closely related to this is the incubation dose for interstitial loops. Finally, these
features are corroborated by actual numerical integration of the rate equations.
Keywords. Irradiation; rate theory; voids; dislocation loops; helium bubbles; incubation effects; swelling.

1. Introduction
When a metal is irradiated with charged particles or neutrons Frenkel pairs are
produced as a result of atomic collisions. In the case o f neutron irradiation helium
is formed in addition by (n, a) reaction. These point defects namely, vacancies,
self-interstitials and helium atoms are then free to diffuse in the metal matrix. Though
these defects are continuously produced their concentration cannot indefinitely
increase and a process of clustering, recombination, precipitation and drift to sinks
like dislocations sets in. The vacancies and self-interstitials reach a quasi-steady
state concentration when their rate of production is nearly equal to the loss t o the
extended defects which act as sinks and hence continuously evolve in time by
absorbing the point defects (Thompson 1969; Corbette and Ianniello 1972; Norris
1972). Helium, on the other hand, precipitates into bubbles or drifts to voids and
grain boundaries where it is trapped. The formation of point defects and the evolution o f extended defects has important technological implications since they change
the mechanical properties of materials. O f particular significance are the changes
in the creep, volume swelling and embrittlement behaviour of the material (Pugh
et al 1971 ; Corbette and Ianniello 1972; Davis 1972; Nelson 1975). These changes
are brought about due to the stress-induced drift of point defects, formation of
voids, helium bubbles and dislocation loops.
The rate theory model o f Brailsford and Bullough (1972, 1973) and its subsequent development (Bullough et al 1975, henceforth referred to as BEK) is now
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well established and gives general quantitative agreement in predicting the evolution
of extended defects in the presence of irradiation. In particular the rate equations
consist of a set of four first order coupled equations which have to be simultaneously
solved together with a few algebraic equations which normally define the point
defect concentrations. A complete analytic solution of these equations is unfortunately not possible and numerical methods have to be used as is done by BEK.
This, however, has the disadvantage that many interesting and important features
of the irradiation problem become obscure. In some limiting situations analytic
methods have been used by Straasland (1974), Heald (1975), Heald and Speight (1975,
1977) and these provide some useful results about the nature of the solutions.
In this paper we consider the low dose irradiation effects which can be obtained
within the framework of the rate theory model. This introduces some additional
features in the work of BEK. The influence of the inert gas on void nucleation
has to be taken into account and is accomplished with the help of a simple phenomenological model. Two additional rate equations are introduced to take into
account the diffusion of the inert gas by substitutional and interstitial migration.
Further, at low doses the nucleation of the extended defects will not saturate and
the time-dependence has to be taken into account together with any incubation
effects. It has been experimentally observed that interstitial dislocation loops and
voids nucleate only after a certain critical dose is reached. It will be shown that these
incubation effects can be explained on the basis of the rate theory model but introduce some complications since the number of equations to be solved depends
on the extended defects present in the system and this number itself becomes a function of dose or time. To understand the low dose behaviour it will be useful to
enumerate the differences in the nucleation mechanisms of the extended defects of
interest to us. Of the four extended defects, voids nucleate due to the agglomeration
of vacancies and helium atoms while interstitial loops are formed by agglomeration
of interstitials. Both these defects show incubation behaviour at low doses and
saturation in their concentration at high doses. Vacancy loops on the other hand
are formed by a spontaneous athermal collapse of vacancies in the core regions of
cascades and therefore show no incubation behaviour. Unlike voids and interstitial
loops, vacancy loops shrink after formation by preferential absorption of interstitials
and thermal emission of vacancies. The vacancy loops, therefore, undergo a birth
and death process in which only at high temperatures their concentration reaches a
steady state. Of the remaining extended defects the network dislocations which
are always present undergo climb by point defect absorption and emission.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In § 2 we give the main equations of the
rate theory model which have been used for the numerical computations. § 3
outlines a simple approximation scheme for the rate theory model which is utilised
in § 4 to discuss the behaviour of the rate equations at low temperatures. In § 5
the high temperature behaviour is discussed. Finally, § 6 gives some results of
numerical calculations using the equations given in § 2.

2. Rate theory model
Let D 1, C1 and Dr, C v be the diffusion constant and concentration of the interstitials
and vacancies respectively and Q the volume fraction of point defects at time t
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constituting the voids, interstitial loops and vacancy loops. (The suffix s, i and o
will be used to distinguish these defects respectively and d will be introduced later
for network dislocations). Using the rate theory model of Brailsford and Bullough
(1972, 1973) and its subsequent development by BEK we can write equations for
the rate of change of the average radius r and the concentration N of the extended
defects. In the present paper it is more convenient to write the rate equations in
terms of Q's which are related to r and N;
Q~ = (4"rr/3) N~r~, Ql = ~rbNlr~ and Qv = ~rbNvr~
where b is the lattice constant. The evolution of the defect structure can now be
obtained by solving the equations

dQJdt = ps ( D v C v -- DICI -- DvCvPs),
e

dQ,/dt = p, (ZIDIC 1 -- D v C y + D v C v p , )

(1)
(2)

e

and

dQv/dt = p v ( D v C v -- Z1DIC 1 -- DvCvP~) + ,K.

(3)

The variables

p~ = 4zrN~r,, Pi = 2~rNlri and Pv = 2rrNvrv
define the sink densities, Z I is the bias while
e

C V = exp (-- E¢/kBT)
is the thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration in terms of the vacancy formation
energy Es and the usual Boltzmann factor kBT. The p's are related to the void
surface tension 7, gas pressure Pq, stacking fault energy 7SF and the elastic energy
Fez of the loops through the equations:
p~ = exp [((2ylr,) -- Pg) b~/kBT ],

p, = exp -- [(TSF q- Fe, (ri)) bZ/kBT]
and

Pv = exp [(75F + Fe, (r v) b2/kBT]

where

Fe, (r ) = (l~b~/4rr(1--v)) In [(r+b)/b]/(r +b).

The additional term cK in the vacancy loop equation is the contribution due to the
fraction E of the vacancies which are condensed as loops out of the production rate
K due to irradiation. It has already been stated that the vacancy loops undergo a
birth and death process in which they are formed at a rate n v =¢K/(~rbr~o) (r~o is the
initial radius and no is in units of number of vacancy loops per unit volume) and
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subsequently are lost after an average lifetime ~-; their number at any time t will be
given by

(4)

#Jvo/dt

A first approximation to the lifetime ~-is obtained by assuming that the vacancy loops
shrink linearly at a rate (drJdt)r~ o so that
= --r o/(dr o/dt)roo.
The derivative of rv can be obtained from (3) after neglecting the eK term since we are
interested only in a single loop. The concentrations N~ and N~ are assumed constant
under steady state conditions.
The above equations are essentially those given by BEK. However, for our
subsequent discussion and numerical calculations we will need to augment these
equations by additional rate equations and we now proceed to do this. It will be
useful to introduce another equation for the network dislocations on the lines
similar to that for interstitial dislocation loops. Let (dQd[dt) be the net volume
fraction of vacancies and interstitials arriving per unit time at the network dislocations.
Clearly this rate will be given by

dQ~/dt = pd(ZIDIC I -- DvC V -4- DvCvPd),

(5)

where pd is the network dislocation density and p~=l. Some care needs to be exercised in integrating the above equation and in interpreting Q~. The difficulty arises
because the initial condition for Q~ is arbitrary and is not uniquely defined. In many
situations, however, like climb of network dislocations Qd at t = 0 may be set equal to
zero. Also unlike the case of other extended defects where their evolution is related
to the volume changes in the material in the case of network dislocations the net
arrival rate of vacancies and interstitials produces only dislocation climb and Qn
can be related to this. It may be observed for these reasons (unlike the case for other
extended defects) pd is a constant not related to Qd. It will be shown subsequently
that Qd together with the other Q's satisfy a relation giving rise to a constant of
motion. It is for this reason that it is not necessary to write an equation for Qd as
long as the network dislocations are introduced as a sink term for the point defects.
Incorporating the equation for Qd in the calculations, however, provides a good check
on the numerical procedure adopted for solving the simultaneous equations.
The influence of inert gases has not been discussed so far apart from introducing
the gas pressure term Pg through Ps in (1) for voids. BEK assume that all the inert
gas produced enters the voids. In the present case we consider a model which allows
for both substitutional and interstitial migration of inert gas atoms and their loss
to various sinks (see Reed 1976 for a review of the behaviour of inert gases in metals).
Let C~gand C~gbe the concentrations of the inert gases in interstitial and substitutional
sites respectively. These concentrations are obtained by solving the two equations
dC,./dt =

and

,CtC.,--L,(t)

dC, o/dt ----.%CvC~g--[3gC~g--YoCiC~g--L~(t ).

(6)
(7)
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In writing these equations it is assumed that all the inert gas atoms initially go into
interstitial sites at a rate K r This is the rate at which the inert gas, say helium is
produced by (n, a) reaction as in neutron irradiation or the rate at which it is being
implanted in a cyclotron. In some cases the inert gas may be pre-existing as impurity
atoms, in such situations K s is zero and the above equations have to be solved With
appropriate initial conditions. The parameters %, to and ~'s are time-independent
constants but could be functions of temperature. Further C v and C I are the timedependent values for the vacancy and interstitial concentrations to be obtained from
(13) and (14). The terms proportional to Cvrepresent the conversion of an interstitial gas atom into a substitutional one by combining with a vacancy. Similarly, the
C I terms arise from the knock-on emission of helium from a substitutional to an
interstitial site. The term flsC,g takes into account the de-trapping of a substitutionally located gas atom by thermal activation with the temperature dependence of
the Arrhenius form. Finally the terms Ll and L, represent the net loss of interstitial
and substitutional helium to various sinks such as voids or helium bubbles and grain
boundaries. In the present model a simple picture has been used to take account of
the loss terms which are given by

Ll(t ) -----47rNd',DlsCls+(6DlsCl,~p,/ds)--R,N~ns
and

Ls(t) =

4,#NlsD,sC~g+(6D,oC,s~/p,/d¢),

(8)

(9)

where Dig and D,g are the bulk diffusion constants for the inert gas atoms for interstitial and substitutional diffusion respectively. The first term in the above equations is
the loss to voids or helium bubbles which can be used to evaluate the pressure Pg.
The second term gives the loss to grain boundaries with grain diameter dg. The last
term in (8) represents resolution which allows for the possibility of some of the gas
atoms in voids or helium bubbles to be knocked out by collisions with the highly
energetic atoms during irradiation. A similar term, however, does not appear in
the second equation since all energetically produced atoms are assumed to go into
interstitial locations initially. The above model is rather oversimplified. For investigating properties like embrittlement behaviour of metals for which more refined
models are required, Hayns and Wood (1976) use an accurate solution of the diffusion equation and take into account the interaction of the inert gas atoms with grain
boundaries for which a rather simplified expression is used.
We now consider the nucleation of voids and develop an equation for the rate
(dNs/dt). The nucleation process will be considered phenomenologically in terms of
two parameters Tg and ~s. By % we represent the average time taken for an inert
gas atom to arrive at a void nucleus and ~, is the average time for a small cluster of n
vacancies to dissociate. If Dig and Dsg are the interstitial and substitutional diffusion
constants and C~s, C~g respectively the concentrations of the gas atoms in the vicinity
of dislocations then

and

T, = [-- 4,rr,oDvC V (1 -- exp (2yb3/r,okBT) ] -~

(io)

% = [4"t'CYso(D,oC:a "3C DsaC:a)] -1

(l l)
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C~g = C,g exp (E~JkBT) and C'~ = C,o exp (E~g/kBr)

In these expressions E~ and E~ are the binding energies of interstitial and substitutional inert gas atoms with dislocations respectively. This binding energy slightly
enhances the concentration C~ and C,ag in the vicinity of dislocations where d refers
to the network dislocations and the remaining terms have the usual meaning. The
time rg can be seen from (11)to be expressed in terms of the rate at which the inert gas
can arrive by both substitutional and interstitial diffusion while -r, is the emission
time for a vacancy from a void with the same radius. In terms of these parameters
the void formation rate will be given by

dN,/dt = (dNnucl/dt) P(T) [1 -- exp (-- %/O's+ 7g)],

(12)

where (dNnucl/dt) is the rate at which vacancy clusters containing n vacancies (,~ 5
to 10) are produced. P(T) is the temperature dependent probability that the vacancy
cluster will be formed and the term in the brackets gives the probability that the
cluster is stabilised by the arrival of inert gas atoms. The physical significance of
(12) can be understood by considering a few limiting cases: rg ~ oo and z~ ~, ~, this
corresponds to no inert gas being available for void stabilisation and the nucleation
rate goes to zero; on the other hand the maximum nucleation rate would arise when
~, ~, %. Levy (1975) has shown that in the vicinity of dislocations the vacancy
concentration profile is such that spontaneous vacancy clustering can occur if additional vacancies exist over and above those under quasi-steady state conditions. A
model has been proposed where collision cascades formed in the neighbourhood of
dislocations can be stabilised by gas atoms to form a void nucleus. The dislocations
subsequently move away by climb leaving the voids behind. In the present case a
slightly different mechanism is considered which is based on the difference in the
absorption and emission mechanism of vacancies from dislocations.
The absorption and emission processes are basically different in character. While
absorption occurs due to the random diffusion of vacancies into dislocations, emission on the other hand depends on the activation energy and takes place preferentially
at certain sites like jogs in dislocations. If the mean time for n vacancies to be emitted
per site from Ns preferred sites per unit volume is ~, then

(dNnucl/ dt ) ~- (Nflr ~).
The value of ~e can be evaluated by equating the total emission rate nNfl% from all
e

the sites to the absorption rate PdDvC g to give

re = (Nj,nba/DvPd) exp (EflkBT).
Typical values of some of the parameters appearing in the above equation are
N~ -

10m c m -3, r/ r ~ 5,

Pd ~

10s cm-~ and EI = 1.6 eV.
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A feature of the above model is that irradiation does not play a direct role in the
nucleation process. This would only be true for low dose rates as in reactors.
The complete numerical solutions of these equations have been obtained and in § 6
the relevant results are presented. The main equations for the defect evolutions are
equations (1), (2), (3) and (5) and based on these we will discuss the low and high
temperature behaviour of these equations.

3. An approximation scheme for the rate equations
The four rate equations (1) to (3) and (5) determine the evolution of the extended
defect structure and form the main equations of interest in this paper. They are of
course coupled to other equations which determine the concentration of the extended
defects or point defects like inert gas atoms, vacancies and interstitials and to obtain
the numerical solutions all the equations have to be simultaneously integrated. In this
and subsequent sections we will consider the four rate equations indicated as the main
set in which the extended defect concentrations and gas pressure terms appear as
appropriately determined time-dependent variables. These equations will be first rewritten to make their structure transparent and to bring out their interdependence.
An approximation scheme will be used to reduce them to a simpler form which in
subsequent sections will be useful in discussing the incubation properties inherent
in these equations. A feature of these rate equations is their strong dependence on
temperature. This arises from the exponentials involving the point defect formation
and migration energies. Such terms change through several orders of magnitude
within a narrow temperature range. The solutions of the rate equations, therefore,
show characteristically different features depending on temperature. To explicitly
see these features we rewrite the four rate equations by substituting for the concentrations C I and C V which are obtained from the steady state solutions of the equations
(dC;/dt)

and

= r, -- S

DtC

--

r = 0

( d C v / d t ) = ( K - - , K q- K,) - - S v D v C r, - - ~ C t C V = O,

whose algebraic solutions give

and

C I = ( D v S v / 2 ~ ) fl~ (F - - 1)

(13)

C V = (D1SI/2a) fl~ (F at- 1).

(14)

The quantities
Sv = .,+p,+pv+p.,

sl = p,+zt(p,+pv+pd)

are the net sink densities and
e

Ks = D z C v(p,P,+p~P,+p~P°+/,tPl)

P.--4
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is the total thermal emission rate, further

F = [1 +(1 +2fl)/(fl ~7/)+ 11(fl%12)11/2-1/(fl~l),

= (Ke--EK)/4K
and

(1~3
(16)

"q = 4¢LK[DIDvSvSI.

(17)

Observe that the term DIC1--DvC V and ZID1C1--DvC V are common to the four
equations and can be written using (14) as

and

DvCv--DIC 1 ~-- (4Kfl/SvI+2Kfl(SI--Sv) (F-- 1)[SISv,

(18)

ZIDICI--DvC v = --(4Kfl/Sv)+2Kfl(ZISv-S1) (F--1)/StS v.

(19)

It is convenient to define
e

G = 2Kfl(Z 1-1) (F-- 1)/D vCvS1

(2O)

which will be an important parameter in our subsequent discussion. Substituting
for these variables in the rate equations and using the explicit forms for lie, S t and S v
from (1), (2), (3) and (5) we get after re-arranging telms

dQs/at = DvCvp, [(otis V) ((p,--p,)+G}+(pJSv) {(Pv--Ps)+G}
-}-(Pa/Sv){(Pd--P~)+G)] --(ps/Sg) EK,

(21)

dQddt = DvCvp, [(Ps/Sv) {(P~--P~)+G}+(pa/S V) (Pt--Pa)
+(Pv/Sv) (P,--Pv)] +(P,/Sv)~K,

(22)

dQv/dt = DvCvPv[--(P~ISv) {(Pv--P~)+G}--(pa/Sv) (Pv--Pa)
--(P,/Sv) (Pv--P,)] @((Pa-~-P,+P,)/Sv)~K

and

dQ./dt --

(23)

DvCvPo [(p,/S v) ((p~--p,)+6}+(pdS v) (p.--p,)

+(Pv/Sv ) (Pa--Pv)]+(pn/Sv)~K"

(24)

At first it appears that we have merely written the earlier rate equations in a more
complex form. A careful examination reveals many interesting features. The
dependence of the void growth equation (21) on the other extended defects is clearly
brought out and this will be exploited while discussing some of the features shown
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by these equations at high temperatures. Also the negative contribution of the
vacancy dislocation loop fraction e to void growth is evident and will be seen to be
responsible for the incubation effects at low temperatures. Further it can be easily
seen that the derivatives (dQ/dt) satisfy the following relation

dQ,]dt +dQd/dt-dQ,/dt-dQv/dt =0,

(25)

which upon integration gives

Q I + Q a - Q , - Q v = c,

(26)

where C is the constant of integration. The two equations above provide a deep but
a simple relation between the evolution of different extended defects. It is perhaps
worth emphasising that these relations are valid at all times or doses, temperatures
and inherent in them are all the complexities of the irradiation process like the effect
of recombination of point defects, thermal emission and the effects of gas on swelling.
Of these, (25) has special significance if one identifies each of the derivatives as the
relations for the straih rate of a material arising from different types of extended
defects. The above relation will also be valid in the presence of an externally applied
stress and the derivatives can be related to the creep rates in which case it leads to a
relationship between different creep mechanisms. The constitutive relation for the
case of vacancy dislocation loop creep arising due to the stress assisted thermal emission of vacancies have been recently discussed by Krishan et al (1979). Some of the
other features of this equation will be discussed later in this paper.
Coming back to the rate equations (21) to (24) at low temperatures* the equations
can be considerably simplified since the thermal emission terms are small and can be
neglected. The parameter G is several orders of magnitude greater than Pi, Pv, Pa
or Ps. This approximation can be verified for any specific materia] by taking the
appropriate numerical values for the parameters, for stainless steel values are given
by BEK. Hence under the condition G~>p the equations reduce to
e

dQs/dt = DvCvps(p,+pv+p~)G/Sv--(p~/Sz),K,
¢

dQ,/dt = DvCvp,psG/Sv+(p,/Sv),K,
e

dQv/dt --- --DvCvOvp, G/Sv+((p,+pa+p,)/Sv)eK
and

e

dQa/dt = DvCvPaP,G/Sv+(pa/Sv)~K.

(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

In the above equations the parameter G still has a complicated dependence on the
sink terms. This dependence arises through the terms/3 and "Odefined in (16) and (17).
The parameter/3 is roughly the ratio of the ' effective' rate of thermal production
of vacancies (thermal emission rate minus the rate of trapping in vacancy loops)
to the rate of production by irradiation. This ratio is less than unity at low, intermediate and even high temperatures* and becomes greater than unity only at very high
*Low, intermediate and high temperatures are defined relativeto the value Tc (see equation (43))
for reactor irradiation of stainless steel T¢ ,--, 550"C.
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dislocation densities and temperatures. Similarly the parameter */ which varies
roughly inversely as the square of the sink strength will monotonically decrease as a
function of increasing dose since the sink strength monotonically increases as the
defect structure evolves in time. At any given temperature */ will start off with a
value greater than unity and then decrease to a value less than unity. Typically
the factor (4~K]DIDv) appearing in ~ will be of the order of 1030 cm -4 at about
550°C (,~Tc) for reactor irradiation of stainless steel so that at this temperature ~ < 1
for a dislocation density greater than 101° cm -2. Keeping this overall behaviour of
/3 and 7/in mind we can roughly consider four approximate regions; at intermediate
values of dislocation density and temperatures /32~< 1, */> 1 while at higher dislocation densities /3"*/< 1, ,~< 1. On the other hand, at the two extremes, namely
low temperatures and very low dislocation densities /32./>>1, ~ , 1 while at very
high temperatures where /3 can become much greater than unity f12~,l, ~ < 1 .
The latter two conditions are generally of little interest since they either correspond
to very low values of dislocation densities or very high temperatures respectively.
We will refer to these four inequalities as cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. Using these inequalities
we can now proceed to obtain an approximate form for (F--'I) and thereby for G.
For case 1 we can write F given in (15) in the form
(1//3r/1/2) {[1 -k-/33*/"k- 2t3 q- (1/*/)] 1/2

-

-

*/-1/2),

Observing that the terms in the square bracket are small compared to unity and since
F ~, 1 we can approximate (F--I) by 1//3./1/~. In case 2,
F = {[1 -if- 2x + (x//3)] 1/* -- 1)/x;
making use of the fact that x =/3~/< 1 we obtain for (F--l) the value (1/2/3).
larly in eases 3 and 4 one obtains after using the condition that

Simi-

0//3%/) ,~ 1, ( F - - 1) ~ (1/2/3%/) [1 + (1/*/)]
so that for
*/ ~, l, ( F - - 1 ) ~

(1/2/32./2) and for ~ < 1, (F--l),---' (1/2/32rfl).

Summarising these results and also incorporating the value of (F--1) in G given by
(20) we get
e

(31)

Case 1:

( F - - 1) --. 1/fl~71/2, G ~ (KDI/aDv)I/2 (Z I -- I)/Cv;

Case 2:

( F - - 1) ~ 1/2/3, G = K ( Z I -

Case 3:

(F -- 1) ,~ 1/2/32./, G -----(DI/4aflCV) (Z I -- 1) SV;

Case 4:

( F - - 1) _ 1/2/32./2, G ---- (D;Dv/16a2/3C~K) (ZI --1) SIS V

e

(32)

I)/DvCvSI;

(33)
2

(34)
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These four approximations apply in well-defined regions of temperature and dose
(or dislocation density) for reasonable values of parameters. Of these the first two are
most useful since the sink term dependence is particularly simple. In studying the
behaviour of the rate equations analytically it is most important to systematically
obtain the approximation scheme since often reasonable assumptions and approximations which are valid over different temperature and dose regions can lead to wrong
conclusions or results. A few instances of this will be pointed out in the subsequent
sections. We now turn to the low dose behaviour and in particular the incubation
effects where results obtained in this section will be utilised.

4. Solutions at low temperatures
The behaviour of the solutions at low temperatures* can be obtained from (27) to
(30). First consider the case when ~----0 which also implies the absence of vacancy
loop formation and (29) need no longer be considered. Further, if p, is exactly zero
then (dQ/dt)=O for all the extended defects and no defect structure will be produced.
This is a re-statement of the well known fact that the presence of neutral sinks is
essential for the evolution of the defect structure. If we now allow for the nucleation
of voids so that ps is positive, no matter how small the rates (dQ/dt) are, these rates
will be positive and the kinetics will favour further growth and there will be no
incubation effects arising due to kinematical factors. We now consider the case when
~> 0 and see how the formation of the vacancy loops alters this picture. Again let p,
be set equal to zero, the time derivatives of Q, will be zero but those for Q~, Qv
and Qd will be positive. This shows that the production of vacancy loops due to
irradiation will spontaneously favour interstitial loop production provided they
nucleate. Experimentally however one observes a certain incubation time in their
formation and this is not explained by the structure of the present equations. We will
return to a discussion of this point later. We now turn to the case of voids and allow
for their nucleation so that p, need no longer be zero. The physically acceptable
solution of (27) would require that Q, is positive. In a dynamic situation Qs can
become zero and subsequent!y negative (from a positive value) if the rate (dQ~/dt) is
negative. We examine the conditions under which this can happen. Since the incubation effects of interest will arise at low dose rates we make use of the approximation
given by case 1 for G in (31) and substituting in (27) we obtain the inequality

dQs/dt =

[ps(p, q-

Pv+Pd)/Sv] (DvDIK/a)x/~ (Z1-1)

--

(ps/Sv) (K < 0 ,
(35)

and

(p, q- Pd q- Pv) < (aK/DvDI)I/~ , / ( Z ! - 1)

~

Pcrit"

(36)

The symbol Perit gives the critical value of the dislocation density(p~+pn÷pv ) which
the system must acquire before void growth can occur. The time elapsed since the
start of irradiation till the dislocation structure reaches a value Perit will determine the
*Low, intermediate and high temperatures are defined relative to the value Tc (seeequation (43))
for reactor irradiation of stainless steel Tc ~ 550°C.
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incubation time. An analytic expression for the incubation time is difficult to obtain
since it amounts to a solution of the actual rate equations. An estimate of its order of
magnitude and results from numerical computations will however be given later.
Several features of (36) need to be explained. The inverse dependence on the square
root of the vacancy diffusion constant will make the critical density to rapidly
increase as temperature decreases and this is shown in figure 1. This means that at
very low temperatures Pcrit required may become so large that such high dislocation
densities may never be reached resulting in a complete suppression of void growth.
This result is significant since the trapping rate for vacancies can be influenced by
impurities. In the present case the parameter ~ is the fraction of vacancies produced
by irradiation which are trapped in the form of vacancy loops. It is however, also
conceivable that a certain fraction of the vacancies may also be trapped at impurity
centres and these also contribute to the incubation effects for voids. An important
difference between these two mechanisms is that the formation of vacancy loops itself
provides a mechanism for increasing the dislocation density and the effective incubation times will be considerably reduced.
Of the three terms po+Pdq-p~ appearing on the right hand side of the inequality
(36) the contribution of the vacancy loop term po is the most dominating. The reason
is that the total dislocation density due to larger number of smaller loops will be
greater than that due to fewer but larger loops comprising of the same numberof point
defects. We can therefore assume Pv ~' (P~q-pd) (the ratio (p~-}-Pd)/Po is usually
of the order of 10-~ at low temperatures) so that the condition for positive void growth
is Pv" Pcrit" Since Pv = 2~rrvNv where N v --, nv~- and n v = (~K/rrbr~vo)we see that
appears on both sides of the equation and therefore the dependence of the incubation
time on ~ needs to be more carefully examined. The only other parameter which can
depend on • is r=--rvo/(drvo/dt)% ° (see discussion after (4)), and we will now obtain
an approximate expression for it. At low temperatures where thermal emission is not
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Figure 1. The critical dislocation density which must be acquired by the material
at low temperatures (T<Tc) before void growth can occur is shown as a function
of temperature.
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important (drJdt) " --(ZIDICI--DvCv)/b. Making use of (19) and utilising the
approximation for case 1 given by (31) we obtain

= (rvobSv)/[p, (Z 1 - 1) (DvDIK/a)I/2 -- 4Kfl].

(37)

At slightly higher dislocation densities the approximations for case 2 i.e. (31) will be
valid which gives

r = (rvo b SV)/[(PdSI) K(ZI--1 ) -- 4 K~].

(38)

Of these two expressions (37) is consistent with our earlier approximations used for
obtaining Petit and we shall therefore use this for studying the ~ dependence of ~.
Since we are interested in dose rates less than the incubation dose for voids ps=0 and
at sufficiently low temperatures for low dislocation densities K, < eK so that
fl=--~/4 and hence
,~ r~, b pff ~K.

(39)

We thelefore see that the linear dependence of Po on E through n o is offset by the
inverse dependence of • on ~. We can conclude that the right hand side of (36)
is nearly independent of c. An estimate of the incubation time can be obtained by
integrating (29) with p~ set equal to zero since we are interested in the dose region
less than the incubation time for voids, this gives a particularly simple equation

Qv =Trr2vNvb = ¢K fO dt (p,+pd)/S V.

(40)

Observe that the integrant (p~+pd)/S V takes a value between 0 and 1 and to obtain
an estimate we replace it by a constant value R lying in this range and carry out the
integration. Further, since the vacancy loop dislocation density Po = 2~rrvNv, initial
vacancy loop radius rvo "~ 2r v and G -----Ktthe dose, we obtain for the incubation
dose Gin when & reaches the value Pcrit the estimate
Ain ,~ (aK/D V D1)1/2 rvo b/4R (ZI--1).

(41)

It is interesting to note that this is independent of ¢ and at about 350°C gives a value
of about 10-2 dpa for stainless steel. Values of the parameters given by BEK have
been used and R ~ 10-2 for reasons mentioned earlier. These results agree with the
experimentally observed results discussed by Bloom et al (1975).
Before concluding this section we will comment on the general behaviour of the
solutions at low temperatures as given by (27) to (28). Apart from the incubation
effects shown by voids no similar features appear in the other equations unless E is
negative. This could be interpreted as self-ion irradiation or trapping of interstitials and the equation for vacancy loops will not appear. However for positive values
of • no saturation effects will be observed and the vacancy loop lifetime • which is proportional to S V will continuously increase. This result is significant in calculating
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the non-transient creep rates due to stress-induced emission of vacancies at temperatures around 400°C and this is discussed by Krishan et al (1979). Lewthwaite (1976),
Heald and Speight (1977), Boltax et al (1977) and Weiner and Boltax (1977) assume a
steady state condition for vacancy loop concentration and lifetime. This approximation is not valid at low and intermediate temperatures. Also Weiner and Boltax
¢1q77) and Boltax et al (1977) have argued that irradiation creep rates at low temperatures are related to swelling in a material. Their argument is based on the relation
Q~ = Q~. It was shown in (26) that an exact relation exists between the volume fraction namely Qv-b Q~= Qaq-Ql where the integration constant has been taken as zero.
The relative magnitudes of the Q's generally satisfy the inequality Qe -~ Q~ ~" Q, ~ Q~
since voids do not readily grow at these temperatures. This shows that irradiation
creep mechanisms postulated on the basis of interstitial loops should be related to
vacancy loops. In terms of sink densities the corresponding inequalities would be
t'v > Pi ~" ps ~ p~ since equal volume fraction of vacancies and interstitials are distributed in a larger number of smaller vacancy loops as compared to interstitial loops.
Typically the ratio P~/Pvwill be 10-2 for an average radius of 10 ~, for vacancy loops
and 100 A for interstitial loops. Heald and Speight (1977) use a value of 2/3 in this
region. At intermediate temperatures the corresponding inequalities are Q~--Q~
> Qo> QJ and p, - p~ "," po>p~ are sometimes useful for making approximations.

5. Solutions at high temperatures
In the previous section we discussed incubation effects at low temperatures on the
assumption that thermal emission can be neglected. At high temperatures the effect
of vacancy loops becomes small and inert gases which are not effective at low temperatures (because the voids grow faster than the rate at which gas diffuses into them)
start having their influence in ' driving' the voids against the thermal emission term.
This as we shall see leads to a critical radius for the voids below which they show gasbubble like growth and above which 8 void like bias driven evolution. This behaviour
was observed by BEK in the high temperature swelling results at low reactor dose
rates where a strong coupling was found between the inert gas generation rate and
swelling. This effect was first explained by one of the authors, Krishan (1976) (see
also Krishan and Nandedkar 1977). Subsequently the gas bubble to void transition
has also been reported by Hayns (1977). Hayns et al (1978)have discussedthe implications with regard to dual beam irradiations. We will not, therefore, give detailed
results for the high temperature behaviour and will merely comment on a few additional features observed at these temperatures.

5.1. Critical temperature
The critical temperature Tc can be obtained by determining the temperature at which
G is comparable to the p's, typical values of p's are p~ < 1, Pd : 1, Pv E I while the
magnitude of p, depends both on the radius and the amount of gas pressure inside.
For Pg ~ 29,/r~, P~ will be greater than unity, and for small voids a few angstroms
in size it can be as large as 10~,~103 while for large voids Ps will be nearly unity. On
the other hand ifPg ~. 2~,/rs, p~ will be less than unity. An examination of equations
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(21) to (24) shows that the relevant value of T can be obtained by setting the terms
in the curly bracket equal to zero, i.e.

(Ph- P,) + G = O,

(42)

where h stands for the suffix i, v or d. Observe that if this condition is satisfied we
again have (dQ~/dt)<O and the voids will no longer grow. The above equation for a
given sink density (appearing through G0 is a function of void radius r, and temperature T and can be solved for one of these variables keeping the other constant.
Consider first small voids a few angstroms in size and let T, be the temperature which
satisfies (42). The physical significance of T¢ is that (dQ,/dt) will be negative for all
temperatures above this value. Since voids have to start off as small nuclei, this means
that above this temperature no voids will be able to form. The temperature To, therefore, defines the transition from the low temperature to the high temperature behaviour of a metal under irradiation. To solve (42) we set Pg=0, a s s u m e Ps~'Ph
where p,=exp(2yb3/r,kBT) and make use of the approximation given by case 1 i.e.,
(31). After some algebra this gives

T, = [(4yb3]r,o)--Em--E/]/kB In [DIK(Z1-- 1)Z/aDo].

(43)

Taking the numerical values for stainless steel given by BEK;
E m = 1.3 eV, E / =

1.6 eV, ~, :

1-25 × 1015 eV/cm 2

b=2A, DI/~=IO -16 cmL D O = 0.6 cm2/sec and ZI=l.08.
We obtain for reactor irradiation at K=10 -e dpa/sec, T~,--550°C and for heavy ion
irradiation at K = 10-3 dpa/sec. Td--750°C. The relatively low transition temperature
in the case of reactor irradiation is particularly significant since i't means that a
considerable part of the swelling region is dominated by high temperature effects.
5.2. Critical void radius
As mentioned earlier the helium bubble to void transition has been discussed by
several authors. However, we shall derive a slightly different result based on our
approximation scheme and discuss its significance for reactor, swelling. As before
the gas pressure term will be set equal to zero and we will infer later from the solutions
about the role it plays in the evolution of the defects. The solution of(42) defines the
critical radius rh~c such that (21) is negative for r, less than the minimum of ~c for
different h. However, since the Ph terms are all of the order of unity the suffix h will
be suppressed and r,c will indicate the critical radius above which (dQ,/dt) is positive.
Clearly for T __. To, r,¢ will be a few angstroms. The main r, dependence in (42)
appears through p~ = exp [2yb3/r,kBT] and solving for it we get
r she

~-

(2~,b3/kBT)/ln (ph+G).

(44)
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This equation has to be solved numerically since in general G is a function of void
radius rs. However, approximate solution can be obtained if we assume
pt -~ (Pl+Pv-q-Pe)~" ps. For the case of reactor irradiation of stainless steel, temperatures around 550°C and for dislocation densities less than about 101° cm -z or at
650°C and dislocation densities less than l0 s cm -z,/327<1 while r/> 1. This approximation corresponds to case 1 given by (31) can be used for G giving

(45)

r,c ~ (2yba/kBT)/ln [ l q-( DIK/aOv)l/~(Zl--1)/C~,].

This result which is valid at temperature T>~ T~ and low dislocation densities is essentially independent of pt. At these temperatures, but at higher dislocation densities
than those indicated, ~ 7 < 1 and 7 < 1 so that we can use the approximation for case
2, (32) and obtain

(46)

r,~ ".. (2eb~IkBT)/ln [1 + K(ZI--1)/(DVC'vP,) l

which is essentially the result of Hayns (1977). Since the logarithm can be expanded
to show a linear dependence of r,¢ on Pt. Since/~27<I and 7 < 1 for temperatures
above 650°C and high dislocation densities this equation will also be applicable in
this region. The remaining two approximations for G corresponding to case 3, (33)
and case 4, (34) are only valid at very high or very low temperatures so that fl~7~, 1,
but the range of values of 7, 7 > 1, (and 7 < 1 ) would imply very small dislocation
densities of the order of 107 cm -2 or less (and for ~/<1 large values of p,) these cases
are however only of academic interest for the case of reactor irradiation. The results
for ease 3 and 4 respectively are

and

r,, ,,, (2ybS/kBT)/ln [l + Dt(Zt--1)p,/4a3C~,]

(47)

rsc ": (2~,b3[kBT)/ln [1A-D~IDv(Z1 - 1)ZlP~/16C~v ~213K].

(48)

The numerical values of the critical radius obtained for different dislocation densities
and temperatures are given in table 1. These have been obtained by actual numerical
computation of the equations. It may be observed that for temperature range between 550°C and 650°C and low dislocation densities of the order mentioned earlier
the critical radius rsc is independent of Pt as predicted by (45) while at higher
1. Criticalradius rsc of voids in angstroms as a function of dislocation density
pt and temperature T in degrees centigrade.
Table

T°C/pt

10s

109

10l0

10n

550
600
650
700
750

6
13
28
101
644

8
16
56
319
2569

14
60
406
2814
--

62
504
3940
---
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dislocation densities it varies linearly with pt as given by (46). This is an important
difference which will show up in the behaviour of solution treated and cold worked
stainless steel at high temperatures. Since the critical radius will be much larger
in cold worked materials their resistance to swelling will also improve at higher temperatures. The region of low dislocation density and temperatures between 550°C
and 650°C are of special significance since the critical radius is not large. In this
temperature range it is, therefore, possible for the voids to acquire the critical radius
within 4 to 5 dpa, but as the temperature increases or the disloation density becomes
large the critical radius cannot be reached under normal gas production rates. On
the basis of this, three regions can be defined. In the. temperature region below
550°C only voids are formed, while in the temperature range 550°C to 650°C both
voids and helium bubbles exist and above 650°C only helium bubbles will be
found. This feature is observed experimentally and is discussed by Brager and
Straaslund (1973).
The critical dose required to reach the critical radius can be calculated if we assume
K* to be the effective rate at which gas is being generated and
p, = exp [(2y/r~--Pg)bS[kBT]
where pressure Pg is non-zero. The value of Pg can be estimated from the ideal
gas law since for no gas atoms per void,
Pg = nokaT](4/3)~rr]

where

no = K * A / K N , b3 and A -----Kt.

Combining these equations we obtain

e. = 3Kg nrA/4 /a,' V,r].
On the other hand substituting the expression for p, in (42) and setting Ph ~ 1 we get
(2~,/r~) = Pg+PB.

(49)

In this equation
PB = (kBT/b 3) In (1+63

is the effective 'bias pressure' which is zero for Z I = 1 and (49) reduces to the usual
relation (2~,/rs)=Pg for gas bubble stability. On the other hand it may be observed
that for Pg = 0 (49) defines the critical radius r,c and hence PB ~ 2~,/rsc provided of
course G is not a sensitive function of r,. Making use of this result and substituting
the value of Pg in terms of A in (49) we obtain after some re-arrangement of terms

A = (8-Kb3e/3 ;,* sr) N,r

[l -- (r,/r,o)].

(50)
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It can be easily seen that /~ = 0 for r,=r,, which implies that no gas is required to
sustain gas bubbles of this size. Further A is a maximum for r,=(2/3)r**. This
means that once the bubbles have reached a size of 2/3 rs~ the gas inside will be sufficient to sustain further growth till the critical radius r~. The critical dose A~
required to reach the critical radius can be obtained by extrapolating the value of
L~ at 2]3 r** to r,~ and this gives

&,, .,, (16rrKb3~/27K*gkBT) N~r~c

(51)

which is the desired result for the critical dose. This was obtained earlier by Krishan
(1976). Hayns (1977) also gives essentially the same result apart from the constant which is 8/3 instead of 16/27 in (51). This difference is significant and its
origin is not difficult to see. Voids which have a radius slightly less than rs~
require very little gas pressure Po to stabilise them, the maximum pressure required
is for r~ =(2/3)r~c. However, during evolution once the voids reach a size of
(2/3)r, c the gas is already present and is sufficient to drive the voids to their critical
size r~c. We have to, therefore, account for this additional time for the self-sustained
growth as we have done. An alternate approach would be to define the critical
void size as 2/3 of the value given by r~c. It is also worth emphasising that the
expression for critical radius given by (45) shows a much weaker dependence on
both temperature and dislocation density than (46) and is the appropriate expression
to use for solution-treated stainless steel for small values of the critical radius near
the transition temperature T~. The differences in the behaviour of solution-treated
and cold worked materials should show up in the dual beam irradiations discussed
by Hayns et al (1978). Finally, it is interesting to note the difference in a gas
bubble like growth where 2~/r~=Pg and the present case given by (49) where part of
the pressure to sustain the growth is provided by the bias term.
5.3. Incubation dose for interstitial loops
In this subsection we shall make a few general comments about the high temperature behaviour of rate equations and also obtain an expression for the incubation
dose for interstitial loops. The behaviour of the rate equations at high temperatures
falls into two groups depending on whether rs<r~c or r~>r~c, in the absence of gas
in the region r , < r~c the voids will shrink till p~ becomes zero. Under these conditions the rate equations (22), (23) and (24) reduce to

dQddt -- DvCvP, [(pa/SV) (P,--Pn) + (pv/Sv) (P,--Pv)] + (pdSv) ~K, (52)
e

dgJdt = DvCvPn [(9,/Sv) (Pa--P,) +(pJSv) (Pn--Pv)] + (OJSv) EK (53)
and

e

dQv/dt = DvCvPv [-- (pdSv) (Pv--Pa) -- (P,/Sv) (Pv--P,)]
+ [(p,+pd)/sv] ,g.

(54)
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Since p~>pa>pi we see from (54) that the first term in the square bracket is negative and for some value of Pv, (dQv/dt)=O" However, from (25) it follows that
dQ~/dt+dQn/dt=O. It may be easily verified that this condition will be satisfied
for p~= 0 and
Pv "

"K/DvC~,'(Pv--Pn)

for any value of pd. At high temperatures there exists a critical point at which
all the derivatives dQ/dt are zero and for r, < r~c the system of equations converges
to this point. It may be further verified fi'om (52) that even if pl is positive dQddt
will remain negative since Pd > Pi. This 'means that interstitial loops will not be
able to grow till r, ~_ rsc and there is a direct coupling between void growth and
interstitial growth at high temperatures. The incubation time Ate for interstitial
loop formation will therefore be approximately the same as As~ i.e.

A,c "" A,c --- (16zrKbay/27K*kBT) N,r~c.

(55)

This is in agreement with the experimental observations discussed by Bloom et al
(1975).
It has already been pointed out that rs -- rsc is a bifurcation point in the solution
of the rate equations. Once the system reaches this value the solutions no longer
show any steady state characteristics. The terms in the curly brackets of (21) to
(24) will all be positive and the growth rates will be proportional to DvCvp h and no
saturation effects will be observed. It is important to note that since D v C V
increases with temperature, the growth rates above the critical radius will in general
tend to be higher at higher temperatures. The low swelling rates at high temperatures need to be carefully interpreted and are not so much a consequence of the
rate theory model but arise due to low nucleation rates Ns which are put in as
parameters in the rate equations. The low swelling observed at high temperatures
is related to the behaviour of the rate equation solutions below the critical radius.
The large growth rates discussed above the critical radius is a peculiarity of the rate
equations which perhaps can b e corrected for by making the bias to decrease with
temperature.

6. Numerical calculations

In this section we give the results obtained by numerically integrating the rate equations given in § 2. Specifically, eight simultaneous equations were integrated using
an IBM 370/155 computer. Of these four rate equations (1), (2), (3) and (5) are
for the extended defects, (6) and (7) for the inert gas migration and another two
equations, (4) and (12), for the concentrations of vacancy loops, and voids respectively. The interstitial loops are generally not formed in the low dose region of
interest to us due to incubation effects (as discussed earlier in §§ 4 and 5), except
at low temperatures where they nucleate earlier than the voids. A linear increase
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in their concentration is assumed in this region based on experimental results (Bloom
et al 1975). There are several features in the solutions of these equations which
can be discussed and the amount of information obtained is considerable. For
instance we could be interested in examining how the inert gases migrate during
irradiation and what fraction of the inert gas is in substitutional sites, interstitial
sites and the fraction that has precipitated into bubbles. These and related aspects
of the problem will not be discussed in this paper and we will restrict ourselves to
results pertinent to the low dose irradiation effects.
An essential feature of the numerical procedure adopted is that the number of
equations being integrated is itself a function of dose. This is required because to
start with at t=O there will only be network dislocations and in due course vacancy
dislocation loops are formed from cascades during irradiation. However, depending
on the irradiation conditions at a given dose value the system may favour the
formation of voids after the incubation time is completed. The computational
procedure automatically introduces the additional equations for voids at this stage.
Considerable care has to be taken in programming so that a gradual transition is
achieved when the system switches to a larger number of equations. The relation
(26) proved to be particularly useful in ensuring the accuracy of the integration
procedure.
The results for the low temperature, reactor irradiation of M316 stainless steel
are given in figure 2. The void concentration and void radius are ploted as a function of dose at T=350°C. Two regions are immediately apparent. Till a dose of
4 x 10-3 dpa the void radius is very nearly zero while after this dose it rapidly
increases. The void concentration on the other hand increases steadily with time
tending to show a saturation behaviour at higher doses. This behaviour is an
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Figure 2. Void concentration and radius as a function of dose at low temperatures
( T < To). The incubation ends at about 4 x 10-~ dpa and is followed by a sharp
increase in void radius.
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artifact of the coupling between the inert gas production and the nucleation of
voids described by the phenomenological equation (12) which allows for void
nucleation as long as the inert gas is present. These nuclei would generally be small
and their subsequent growth would of course be determined by the irradiation
condition at that time. In the present case the nuclei are not able to grow till a
dose of 4 x 10-z dpa which corresponds to the incubation time. After this dose one
observes a rapid change in the average void radius while the void concentration
tends to saturate. This saturation appears quite naturally in the present calculation
since the inert gas diffuses to sinks like voids and grain boundaries and the amount
available for nucleation becomes small. The incubation time where the void growth
starts is however insensitive to the inert gas production, a feature which we shall
see is quite different from what happens at high temperatures.
We now turn to the high temperature region. Figure 3 gives the void concentration and radius as a function of dose and though it shows many features similar to
those at low temperatures it however completely differs in detail. The dormant
stage during which no growth occurred at low temperatures is replaced by a steady
increase in radius followed by an abrupt change in slope in the second region. Since
the surface tension is inversely proportional to radius, the thermal emission from
voids is maximum for smallest values of rs and decreases as the radius increases. The
void growth arises because the gas pressure drives the voids against the shrinking
' f o r c e ' exerted due to thermal emission term. The growth is entirely caused due
to flow of gas and the growth rate is nearly proportional to the gas production
rate. However, once the critical radius rsc is reached, the bias effect takes over and
subsequent void growth becomes independent of gas production rate (for a detailed
i
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Figure 3. Void concentration and radius as a function of dose at high temperatures

(T>Tc). In contrast to low temperatures the incubation region is replaced by a
slow gas assisted gas-bubble growth region which undergoes an abrupt transition
to a void growth region indicated by the sharp change in void radius at a critical
value around 15 A. Curve ' a ' shows the effect of a lower gas production rate where
the gas bubble takes a longer time to acquire the critical radius and curve ' b' is for
a higher gas production rate, the arrow indicates the value of the critical radius.
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Figure 4. In the shaded region both void and interstitial dislocation loop growth
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loops either do not exist or shrink if present. The time taken for the system to evolve
through this latter region is related to the incubation time for both voids and interstitial loops.

discussion see § 4). The critical dose A,~ which corresponds to the dose required
to reach a critical radius r, c can be seen in figure 3 to be proportional to the gas
production rate where plots for three different values of K,* are given. The temperature dependence of the critical dose A,c is however complicated since it depends
on the value of the critical radius r,¢ and the void concentration N,, both these parameters being highly temperature sensitive. The temperature dependence of A,, is
shown in figure 4 which shows first a decrease of A~ with T till about 650°C and
subsequently a rapid increase the incubation times becoming several dpa at about
750°C. In equation (19) it was shown that Asc is proportional to the product N~ r~.
The initial decrease is related to that of N~ since r~c is not very temperature sensitive
near the critical temperature T~ (see table 1). On the other hand the dependence of
/~,~ on the square of the critical radius and its rapid rise with temperature (table 1)
is responsible for the large values of the critical dose above 650°C. The numerical
calculation also show that the critical dose A~c is very nearly the same as that for
voids and this also shown in figure 4. These features of interstitial loop and void
nucleation have many similarities with the experimentally observed features as
discussed by Bloom et al 1975.
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